We will study the Henstock-Kurzweil delta and nabla integrals, which generalize the Henstock-Kurzweil integral. Many properties of these integrals will be obtained. These results will enable time scale researchers to study more general dynamic equations. The Hensock-Kurzweil delta (nabla) integral contains the Riemann delta (nabla) and Lebesque delta (nabla) integrals as special cases.
Introduction
In this paper we shall study the so-called Henstock-Kurzweil delta and nabla integrals, which generalize the so-called delta and nabla integrals respectively, which have been widely used in the study of dynamic equations on a time scale. This will inable one to solve more general dynamic equations and hence will be of great interest to researchers in this area.
First we introduce the following concepts related to the notion of time scales. A time scale T is just any closed nonempty subset of the real numbers R. Definition 1.1 Let T be a time scale and define the forward jump operator σ(t) at t , for t ∈ T, by σ(t) := inf{τ > t : τ ∈ T}, and the backward jump operator ρ(t) at t, for t ∈ T, by ρ(t) := sup{τ < t : τ ∈ T} where inf ∅ := sup T and sup ∅ := inf T, where ∅ denotes the empty set.
We assume thoughout that T has the topology that it inherits from the standard topology on the real numbers R. If σ(t) > t, we say t is right-scattered, while if ρ(t) < t we say t is left-scattered. If t < sup T and σ(t) = t we say t is right-dense, while if t > inf T and ρ(t) = t we say t is left-dense. A function f : T → R is said to be right-dense continuous provided f is continuous at right-dense points in T and at left-dense points in T, left hand limits exist and are finite. We shall also use the notation µ(t) := σ(t) − t, where µ is called the graininess function and ν(t) := t − ρ(t), where ν is called the left-graininess function. We denote the natural numbers by N and the nonnegative integers by N 0 . Definition 1.2 Thoughout this paper we make the blanket assumption that a, b ∈ T and we define the time scale interval in T by [a, b] T := {t ∈ T such that a ≤ t ≤ b}.
The notion of a time scale was introducted by S. Hilger [5] . Related work on the calculus of time scales may be found in Agarwal and Bohner [1] , and Erbe and Hilger [4] . See also the introductory books on time scales [2] , [3] , and [6] . Definition 1.3 Assume x : T → R and fix t ∈ T, then we define x ∆ (t) to be the number (provided it exists) with the property that given any > 0, there is a neighborhood U of t such that
for all s ∈ U. We call x ∆ (t) the delta derivative of x at t.
It can be shown that [2, Theorem 1.16] if x : T → R is continuous at t ∈ T and t is rightscattered, then
Note that if T=N 0 , then
here ∆ is the forward difference operator [7] . If t is right-dense, then it can be shown that [2, Theorem 1.16]
In particular, if T is the real interval [a, ∞), then x ∆ (t) = x (t).
Since for a ∆-gauge, δ, we always assume δ L (a) ≥ 0 and δ R (b) ≥ 0, we will sometimes not even point this out. Similarly for a ∇-gauge, γ, we will not always make the point that γ L (a) ≥ 0 and γ R (b) ≥ 0.
with t i > t i−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and t i , ξ i ∈ T. We call the points ξ i tag points and the points t i end points. As in Peng-Yee [8] , we sometimes denote such a partition by P = { [u, v] ; ξ}, where [u, v] denotes a typical interval in P and ξ is the associated tag point in [u, v] .
Now we can define the Henstock-Kurzweil delta and nabla integral. 
As in Lee Peng-Yee [8] we sometimes in proofs use the abbreviation
For the Henstock-Kurzweil delta and nabla integrals to make any sense we prove the following lemma. In this lemma and later we use the notation, if
Proof: We just prove the first statement. Assume there is no such δ-fine Then for i sufficiently large
We next give an interesting introductory example. In this example we use the fact [2,
then we claim that f is Henstock-Kurzweil delta integrable with
even though the delta integral 1 0 f (t)∆t does not exist (although it does exist as an improper delta integral). To see that f is Henstock-Kurzweil delta integrable on [0, 1] T , let 0 < ε < 1 be given. Assume that δ is a ∆-gauge
where we used the fact that F (t) = √ t is a delta antiderivative of f (t) on (0, 1) T .
Hence, even though in many cases f is not delta integrable on 
Main Results
The results in the following theorem in the special case of delta and nabla integrals are used all the time in the study of dynamic equations on time scales. Proof: We will just prove the statements concerning the HK-delta integrals. Assume that f is HK-delta integrable on [a, b] T . We consider the two cases ρ(b) < b and
In this case b is not a tag point for any δ-fine partition and hence HK b a f (t)∆t does not depend on the value f (b). Next consider the case ρ(b) = b. In this case given any ε > 0 we can choose
and the result follows. Next assume that c ∈ [a, b) T and c is right-scattered. From Theorem 2.12 we get that
Since the first and last terms do not depend on f (c)µ(c) we get the desired result.
Remark 2.2 From the proof of the first statement in Theorem 2.1 we see that in the definition of the Henstock-Kurzweil delta integral we can without loss of generality assume that the last tag point satisfies ξ n = b.
In the proof of the next theorem we use the notation
and note that N µ is a countable set.
Proof
which is countable (could be finite). Let ε > 0 be given. We now define a ∆-gauge, δ,
Next assume t ∈ Y , then t = y j for some j. In this case, since F is continuous at y j , there is an η(y j ) > 0 such that
for all r, s ∈ [y j − η(y j ), y j + η(y j )] T . In this case we define
Finally, consider the case t ∈ D\N µ . Since F is differentiable at t we get that there is an α(t) > 0 such that
for s ∈ [t − α(t), t + α(t)] T . In this case we define
Hence δ is a ∆-gauge on [a, b] T . Now assume P is a δ-fine partition of [a, b] T . Consider
We now look at the terms in this last sum for the cases ξ i ∈ N µ , ξ i ∈ Y, and ξ i ∈ D\N µ respectively. First assume ξ i ∈ N µ , then ξ i = z j for some j and σ(z j ) > z j . Then, since δ R (ξ i ) = δ R (z j ) = µ(z j ), we have that either t i = z j or t i = σ(z j ). If t i = z j , then using (2.2) we have that
where
On the other hand if t i = σ(z j ), then using (2.1) with s = t i−1 we get that
Next assume ξ i ∈ Y , so ξ i = y j for some j. Then by (2.3) with r = t i and s = t i−1
Finally, assume that ξ i ∈ D\N µ . Then by the triangle inequality and (2.4)
The result now follows from (2.5)-(2.9).
In most papers concerning dynamic equations on time scales the author(s) define the Cauchy-Newton delta integral as follows: , n ∈ N F (t 2n+1 ) = 0 = F (0), n ≥ 2 and note that 
For each of the remaining examples and theorems concerning Henstock-Kurzweil delta integration there are the corresponding results for Henstock-Kurzweil nabla integration which we won't bother to state. We next give an example of a function which is not delta integrable on [0, 1] T , but is HK-delta integrable on [0, 1] T , but is not absolutely HK-delta integrable on [0, 1] T .
Example 2.5 Let T = {t = 1 n : n ∈ N} ∪ {0} and define f : T → R by
where L is any constant. Note that f is not delta integrable on [0, 1] T . Then it can be shown that if F : T → R is defined by 
However it can be shown that 
Since f is regulated we have by [3, Theorem 5 .21] that f is delta integrable on [a, b] T , and then by [3, Theorem 5 .39]
Hence from (2.10) and (2.11) we have the desired result
Many of the simple properties of the HK-delta integral go through like the classical HenstockKurzweil integral where the following remarks are useful.
Remark 2.9 If c ∈ [a, b] T and P is a δ-fine partition, then there is a δ-fine partition with c as a tag point.
Remark 2.10
If c ∈ [a, b] T and t i−1 ≤ c ≤ t i is a tag point in a δ-fine partition P, then
where c is an end point and a tag point for the two intervals [t i−1 , c] and [c, t i ] is a δ-fine partition and the Riemann sum corresponding to these two partitions is the same. This follows from the simple fact that
Remark 2.11 Let a < c < b be points in T, then we may choose our gauge δ so that δ R (t), δ L (t) ≤ |t − c| for all t ∈ T\{c}. Then, if P is a δ-fine partition of [a, b] T , then ξ i 0 = c for some i 0 . If x i 0 −1 < ξ i 0 , then we may add y i 0 to partition so that
Using these remarks and simple adjustments of the results in Lee Peng-Yee [8] one can prove the following theorem. 
and then defining δ R as follows:
Because of the way we defined δ, there are two cases: either c is a tag point for P , say c = ξ k , and t k > c or ρ(c) < c, ρ(c) is a tag point for P , say ρ(c) = ξ k , and t k = c. In the first case we have using
by (2.12), where we have used that the partition corresponding to the first term is finer than the partition P of [a, c] T and the partition corresponding to the second term is finer than the partition P of [c, b] T . The other case is easy and hence will be omited.
The proofs of the following two results are very similar to the proofs of Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7 in [8] respectively and hence the proofs are omited. 
Definition 2.15
We say a subset S of a time scale T has delta measure zero provided S contains no right-scattered points and S has Lebesgue measure zero. We say a property A holds delta almost everywhere (delta a.e.) on T provided there is a subset S of T such that the property A holds for all t ∈ S and S has delta measure zero. Also to keep things easier we will just do the proof in the case where we replace (ii) by
and in place of (iii) we assume
Let ε > 0 be given. Since HK 
